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PROGRAM TITLE TRAINER DESCRIPTION 

Moving Minds Joshua Davies 
Influence without authority and master 

positive persuasion’s push and pull of sharing 
and understanding. 

Negotiate to Great Joshua Davies 
Leverage systematic frameworks to build 
trust and achieve truly integrative deals. 

The Write Way Joshua Davies 
Banish boring emails and postings with clear 

tools for busy readers that will make sure 
your message gets read. 

Telling Isn’t Training Joshua Davies 
Teach your clients and people. Turn subject 

matter information dumps into engaging 
seminars. 

Equality by Design Joshua Davies 
A reflective and practical journey that helps 

us to build beyond bias in the D&I space. 

Collaborate to Great Joshua Davies 
Get out of silos and develop trusted teams 
that communicate, create, and captivate 

together. 

Personality Discovery Hetal Bhatt 
Decoding human personality traits in order to 

understand, influence and lead others. 

Emotional Intelligence Hetal Bhatt 
Understanding emotions are real Self-

Awareness to influence and lead others. 

Personal Resilience Hetal Bhatt 
Systematic tools and activities to build 

resilience. 

Virtual Presentation Skills Mark Stuart 
Excel in delivering confident and convincing 
presentations virtually that is engaging and 

interactive. 

Change & Innovation in 
Times of Crisis 

Mark Stuart  

Learn about how crises and disruption will 
impact organisations, and what your 

organisation can do to lead change and 
innovation.  

Change Management Mark Stuart 
Drive and implement change as change 

champions for your organisation.  

Innovation and Design 
Thinking 

Mark Stuart 

Understand the importance of user-centricity, 
learn about the design thinking framework 

and how to build a more innovative culture in 
the workplace.  

Remote Working: 
Supercharge Your 
Productivity  

Mark Stuart 
Techniques to supercharge your productivity 

while working remotely. 

Leadership in A Digital Age Mark Stuart 
Be a future-ready leader, and drive innovation 

with speed and agility 

Financial Modelling  
Duncan 

Williamson 

Construct financial statement-based models 
together with other financial models using 

Excel 

Excel for Accounting 
Professionals 

Duncan 
Williamson 

Learn the ins and outs of Excel using best 
practices and templates. 

  Want specific topics? Contact us at enquiries@ctsolutionsglobal.com for more information. 
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